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Reports
This presentation has been prepared in the frame of BALTRAD+ Project
as part of work carried out in Work Package 4 “Pilot investment and realworld use”. It is partially based on the earlier works in the frame of
BALTRAD Project:
♦ Report BALTRAD W701 “Definition of the target end-users”.
♦ Report BALTRAD W702 “The end-users requirements and
expectations” (based on questionnaire).
♦ Report BALTRAD W703 on Application Case Log.
♦ Presentations during the following BALTRAD events: (i) End-User
Workshop, 26 October 2010, Aalborg, Denmark, (ii) BALTRAD Final
Seminar, 7 December 2011, Tallinn, Estonia.
♦ Research papers.

General expectations of different target
group of end-users of weather radar data
Group of end-users
Hydrologists
(flood protection)
Meteorologists (numerical
weather prediction)

Needed radar-based
meteorological fields
Ground precipitation
Radar reflectivity

Optimal data format
Numerical: as input to
rainfall-runoff model
Numerical: as input to
NWP model

Need for radarbased forecasts
Yes
No

Air traffic control

All hazardous phenomena

Graphical, numerical

Yes

Local rescue services
(fire, flood, etc.)
Road and railway control
and protection
Radiation

Ground precipitation
and wind

Graphical

Yes

Ground precipitation (snow)

Graphical

Yes

Precipitation and wind

Graphical

Hydropower industry

Ground precipitation

Numerical

Urban water management

Ground precipitation

Numerical

Agriculture

Ground precipitation

Graphical, numerical

Yes
No
(too short lead time)
Yes
No
(too short lead time)

Ecology
Research community
Education
Mass media

Ground precipitation
and wind
All
All
Ground precipitation
and wind

Graphical, numerical

No

All
Graphical

No
No

Graphical

Yes

Example

Questionnaire

Draft catalogue of products
Kind of data
3-D data

2-D precipitation
products

Product
Volumes of radar
reflectivity Z and radial
Doppler velocity V
Surface precipitation rate
and accumulation R

Form of data
End user groups
numerical
Meteorologists, research, air traffic control
graphical
Education, mass media
numerical
graphical

Type of surface
precipitation R

numerical
graphical

Nowcasting of surface
precipitation R

numerical
graphical

2-D Doppler
(wind) products

Surface wind velocity and
direction V
Nowcasting of surface
wind V

numerical
graphical
numerical
graphical

Hydrologists, meteorologists, hydropower,
urban water, ecology, research
Radiation, agriculture, education, mass
media, road and railway protection
Rescue services, research
Radiation, agriculture, road and railway
protection
Hydrologists, hydropower, urban water,
research
Radiation, road and railway protection ,
agriculture
Research, agriculture, rescue services
Radiation, education, mass media
Research, rescue services
Radiation, agriculture

Draft catalogue of products
Specific user’s dedicated products
For example:
♦ 3-D hazard index for air traffic control based on 3-D data Z and V
determined from multi-phenomena algorithms (e.g. Ośródka et al., 2010)
and more detailed information about particular meteorological fields [for air
traffic control].
♦ Biological echo detection based on 3-D data Z and V, especially from
dual-polarimetric radars (e.g. Pylkkö et al., 2008) [for agriculture].
♦ Products for mass media and wide range of public (animated, colourful,
etc.) (e.g. Celano et al., 2008) [for education and mass media].

End-users’ expectations
(preliminary results)
♦ Hydrologists are more interested in forecasts than observed radar data. They
still consider rain gauge network as more reliable data source, especially in case
of the dense network.
♦ National meteorological services are interested in certain domains whereas
other institutions (administrative, authority) in region or catchment-related data.
♦ Generally numerical information is desired as the most effective and flexible.
Only in small number of cases other forms like graphical or text message (e.g.
warning) are useful.

End-users’ expectations
(preliminary results)
♦ Scientific users are more interested in extremely high resolution data (1 to 5
minutes and 1 km) whereas for operational users slightly lower resolution is
satisfactory (up to 10 minutes and 1-2 km).
♦ First of all the automatic way of data delivery is expected, such as through
webpage or FTP protocol. Other ways of access to the data that require any
activity from the user are not found useful.
♦ Quality information about radar data is highly desired. However it must be
clearly and precisely defined in order to be understood.
♦ The most significant aspects of radar information for users are (i) high spatial
and temporal resolution, and (ii) availability of relatively trustworthy spatial
information.
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